
Text S1. Additional details on model development and analysis. 

 

Detailed model description 

NO• autoxidation 

 Many damaging effects of NO• result from the activity of its autoxidation products, including 

nitrogen dioxide (NO2•), nitrous anhydride (N2O3), and dinitrogen tetroxide (N2O4) [1]. 

 

 2 NO• + O2 → 2 NO2• (Reaction 1, Table S2) 

 NO2• + NO• ⇌ N2O3 (Reactions 2–3, Table S2) 

 2 NO2• ⇌ N2O4 (Reactions 5–6, Table S2) 

 

The latter two products are subject to hydrolysis, yielding nitrite (NO2
−
) and nitrate (NO3

−
) [2]. 

 

 N2O3 + H2O → 2 NO2
−
 + 2 H

+
  (Reaction 4, Table S2) 

 N2O4 + H2O → NO2
−
 + NO3

−
 + 2 H

+
 (Reaction 7, Table S2) 

 

Although included in the model, the dimerization of NO2• to form N2O4 is often neglected due to 

its relatively slow rate, as evidenced by the absence of NO3
−
 as a detectable product of NO• 

autoxidation in aqueous solution [1]. 

 

 

 

 



Enzymatic NO• detoxification 

 Nitric oxide dioxygenase (Hmp) has been shown to play a major role in protecting E. coli 

from NO• under aerobic conditions [3-5]. Hmp is a flavohemoglobin capable of catalyzing the 

NADH- (or NADPH-) dependent dioxygenation of NO• to NO3
−
 [5]. 

 

 2 NO• + 2 O2 + NAD(P)H 
Hmp  2 NO3

−
 + NAD(P)

+
 + H

+ 

  
(Reactions 98–126, Table S2) 

 

The reaction mechanism of Hmp-mediated dioxygenation of NO• and the associated rate 

constants were obtained from the literature [6]. Rather than use a single kinetic expression to 

describe the overall reaction rate, we treated the mechanism as a sub-network of individual 

reactions, including those involving inhibitory effects of NO•. Substrate inhibition occurs when 

NO• binds the reduced (ferrous) heme out of sequence (prior to O2 binding) (Reactions 110, 113, 

118, Table S2), and has an appreciable effect at even modest concentrations of NO• (~1% of the 

O2 concentration) due to its ~1,000-fold higher affinity for the active site ferrous heme than that 

for O2 [6]. The values of the rate constants governing the binding of NO• to the ferrous heme of 

Hmp (kHmp,NO•-on) and the reaction of NO• with the O2-bound heme (kHmp,NO•-ox) were treated as 

uncertain (due to variation in reported values; see “Hmp reaction mechanism and kinetics” 

below), and varied during parametric analysis and optimization (Table S4). 

 

 



 We also included the O2-independent NO• reductase function of Hmp which constitutes one 

mechanism to relieve substrate inhibition, whereby the ferrous-bound NO• is reduced, releasing 

NO
−
 and the ferric heme [3,6,7]. The overall reduction reaction can be written as 

 

 2 NO• + NAD(P)H 
Hmp  2 NO

−
 + NAD(P)

+
 + H

+
 

  (Reactions 112, 115, 120, Table S2) 

 

The intracellular concentration of Hmp in E. coli is reported to exist at levels below the limit of 

detection, unless induced by synthetic or environmental stimuli [4,8-10]. We therefore assumed a 

zero basal concentration, and modeled Hmp expression (Reaction 177, Table S3) as a function of 

intracellular NO• concentration (see “Enzyme expression and degradation” below) [11]. 

 Flavorubredoxin reductase (NorV) is primarily responsible for the reduction of NO• to N2O 

under anoxic conditions, proceeding at a rate orders of magnitude greater than the Hmp-mediated 

reduction [3,12]. 

 

 2 NO• + NADH + H
+
  

NorV  N2O + NAD
+
 + H2O (Reactions 173–174, Table S3) 

 

The activity of NorV, however, is highly sensitive to O2, decaying rapidly with a 5 min half-life 

under normoxia [3,13,14]. We included the O2-dependent inactivation of NorV in the model 

(Reactions 146–147, Table S2) to capture the effects of O2 on NorV activity. The rate constant 

governing O2 inactivation was approximated from the reported rate of decay in activity under 

aerobic conditions (see “O2-mediated inactivation of NorV” below) [3]. The production of NorV 

(Reaction 178, Table S3) was also modeled as a function of the intracellular NO• concentration, 



where the basal expression rate (in the absence of NO•) was assumed to be negligible (see 

“Enzyme expression and degradation” below). 

 Another enzyme shown to protect E. coli during NO• stress in an anaerobic environment is 

the periplasmic formate-dependent nitrite reductase (NrfA) [15,16]. In addition to its role in 

reducing NO2
−
, NrfA is able to catalyze the 5-electron reduction of NO• to NH4

+
 [15]. 

 

 NO• + 2.5 NADH + 6 H
+
 

NrfA  NH4
+
 + 2.5 NAD

+
 + 2.5 H

+
 + H2O 

  (Reaction 175, Table S3) 

 

We obtained rate constants for NrfA-catalyzed NO• reduction from the literature [15,17], 

assuming Michaelis-Menten type kinetics. The expression of NrfA (Reaction 179, Table S3) 

depends heavily on the absence of O2 (through FNR regulation), and exhibits a positive response 

to increased levels of NO• end-products, namely NO2
−
 and NO3

−
, rather than NO• itself [18-20]. 

We therefore modeled the synthesis of NrfA as a function of NO2
−
 concentration, with an O2 

repression term (see “Enzyme expression and degradation” below). 

 

Thiol S-nitrosation and denitrosation 

 RNS can target low molecular weight (LMW) thiols to form various products, such as S-

nitrosothiols and thiyl radicals [21]. Protein thiols are also subject to modification by RNS and 

other S-nitrosothiols, potentially affecting protein activity or function [22,23]. Thiols do not react 

directly with NO• at an appreciable rate [24], but rather with its oxidized forms (NO2• and N2O3) 

[25,26]. GSH, the most abundant LMW thiol in enteric bacteria [27,28], reacts with NO2• and 

N2O3 to form GS• and GSNO, respectively [25,26]. 



 GSH + N2O3 → GSNO + NO2
−
 + H

+
 (Reaction 36, Table S2) 

 GSH + NO2• → GS• + NO2
−
 + H

+
 (Reaction 34, Table S2) 

 

The reaction network of thiols with RNS is extensive and complex, stretching far beyond the 

formation of GSNO and GS• [21,29-31]. The model incorporates nitrosation/denitrosation 

reactions collected from a number of studies [30,32-35], providing a thorough treatment of thiol-

NO• chemistry (reactions 32–64, 76, 81, and 83–84 of Table S2, and reactions 167–170 of Table 

S3). One such denitrosation pathway is catalyzed by glutathione-dependent formaldehyde 

dehydrogenase (GS-FDH), which has a high specificity for GSNO [36]. 

 

 GSNO + 2 NADH + 2 H
+
 + GSH  

GSFDH  GSSG + NH3 + H2O + 2 NAD
+ 

  (Reaction 167, Table S3) 

 

The overall reaction oxidizes two equivalents of NADH per GSNO denitrosated, producing NH3 

as the stable end-product [36]. 

 Oxidative and nitrosative stress contribute to the oxidation of GSH to GSSG [29,30,37]. An 

enzyme responsible for catalyzing the reduction of GSSG to GSH is the NADPH-dependent 

glutathione reductase (Gor) [38]. 

 

 GSSG + NADPH + H
+
 Gor  2 GSH + NADP

+
 (Reaction 168, Table S3) 

 

The Gor mechanism follows either ping-pong or sequential kinetics, depending on whether the 

GSSG concentration is low or high, respectively [39-41]. We utilized a kinetic expression that 



accounts for the concentration-dependent branching of flux among the two pathways [41], with 

rate parameters for GSSG and NADPH obtained for E. coli glutathione reductase [42]. We also 

included the reduction of oxidized thioredoxin by thioredoxin reductase (TrxR). 

 

 Trxox + NADPH + H
+
 

TrxR  Trxred + NADP
+
 (Reaction 169, Table S3) 

 

TrxR, reported to follow a ping-pong type mechanism [43], was modeled as such, using kinetic 

parameters measured for E. coli thioredoxin reductase [44]. 

 

Nitroxyl (HNO) chemistry 

 HNO and its conjugate base NO
−
 are generated through processes such as thiol denitrosation 

and Hmp-catalyzed reduction of NO• [6,7,30]. Despite its relatively high pKa (11.4), the 

protonation of NO
−
 by H2O is spin-forbidden and proceeds slower than would be expected (k = 

120 s
−1

), thus increasing its lifetime [45]. A dominant reaction contributing to the consumption 

of HNO is its dimerization and dehydration to yield N2O as a stable end-product. 

 

 HNO + HNO → N2O + H2O (Reaction 20, Table S2) 

 

Although NO
−
 has been reported to react with O2 to form ONOO

−
 [45,46], the reaction was not 

included in the model due to more recent work that disagrees with ONOO
−
 as a valid reaction 

product [47]. 

 

 



Cytochrome inhibition 

 An important effect of NO• is its inhibition of bacterial respiration by reversibly binding the 

terminal respiratory oxidases [48,49]. Under normal respiratory conditions, O2 binds a heme at 

the active site of either of E. coli’s two terminal quinol oxidases, cytochromes bo and bd 

(collectively abbreviated here as Cyo/d), and is released as H2O following a two-electron 

reduction [4,50]. The bo and bd hemes have an affinity for NO• approximately 1,000-fold greater 

than for O2, and are therefore strongly inhibited at even low NO• concentrations [51]. The model 

includes the reversible binding of NO• to Cyo and Cyd, acting as a temporary NO• sink and 

indicator of respiratory inhibition. 

 

 Cyo/d + NO• ⇌ Cyo/d-NO (Reactions 171–172, Table S3) 

 

The binding of NO• to Cyo/d was modeled assuming reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics, 

taking into account the binding competition with O2 due to normal respiration activity. Kinetic 

constants governing interactions of NO• and O2 with E. coli Cyo and Cyd were obtained from 

literature [51]. 

 

O2•
−
 generation and ONOO

−
 formation 

 A byproduct of cellular respiration, O2•
−
 will react with NO• to form ONOO

−
 at a near 

diffusion-controlled rate [52-54]. 

 

 NO• + O2•
−
 → ONOO

−
 (Reaction 8, Table S2) 

 



When present, CO2 may form an adduct with ONOO
−
, which can decompose to NO3

−
, or NO2• 

and CO3•
−
 [53]. At neutral pH, ONOO

−
 concentration is similar to that of its protonated form, 

peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH), which can also decompose to form NO3
−
 or NO2•, but in a CO2-

independent manner. 

 

 ONOO
−
 + CO2 → NO2• + CO3•

− 
(Reaction 65, Table S2) 

 ONOO
−
 + CO2 → NO3

−
 + CO2 (Reaction 66, Table S2) 

 ONOO
−
 + H

+
 ⇌ ONOOH (Reactions 12–13, Table S2) 

 ONOOH → NO3
−
 + H

+ 
(Reaction 14, Table S2) 

 ONOOH → NO2• + •OH (Reaction 15, Table S2) 

 

The production of O2•
−
 was modeled as a constant generation term of 2.9 µM/s, reflective of its 

generation within exponential-phase E. coli in minimal salts media [55]. Superoxide dismutase 

(Reaction 127, Table S2) was included as a sink for O2•
−
, where the enzyme concentration [56] 

and kinetic parameters [57] obtained from literature corresponded to a steady-state O2•
−
 

concentration of 7 × 10
−11

 M (in the absence of NO•), in agreement with reported values [55]. 

 

Iron-sulfur cluster damage and repair 

 Irreversible NO•-induced inactivation of iron-sulfur clusters is known to be critical to its 

bacteriostatic effect [11,58-61]. The present model includes nitrosative degradation and enzyme-

mediated repair of the two most common cluster types in E. coli, [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] (Figure 

S1) [62,63]. Damage occurs upon rapid binding of NO• to the [2Fe-2S] or [4Fe-4S] cluster to 



form protein-bound dinitrosyl iron complexes (DNICs) and/or Roussins’ red esters (RREs) 

[61,64-66]. The cluster sulfurs are released as either elemental sulfur (S
0
) or sulfide (S

2−
) [65,67]. 

 

 P2Fe2S(holo)
2−

 + 4 NO• → P2Fe2S(DNIC)2
2−

 + 2 S
0 

(Reaction 85, Table S2) 

 P4Fe4S(holo)
2−

 + 8 NO• → P4Fe4S(RRE)2 + 3 S
0
 + S

2− 
(Reaction 86, Table S2) 

 

P2Fe2S(holo)
2−

 and P4Fe4S(holo)
2−

 are protein-bound [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] clusters, respectively. 

P2Fe2S(DNIC)2
2−

 represents the two protein-bound DNICs following [2Fe-2S] cluster 

nitrosylation, while P4Fe4S(RRE)2 is a protein binding two RREs formed from [4Fe-4S]. Rates of 

[Fe-S] nitrosylation are highly dependent on the environment of the cluster, such as its proximity 

to the protein exterior, and nearby amino acid functional groups [68,69]. Duan et al. determined 

nitrosylation of the [4Fe-4S] cluster of E. coli dihydroxyacid dehydratase (IlvD), and similarly 

aconitase B (AcnB), to be second order in NO• with a rate constant of (7.0 ± 2.0) × 10
6
 M−2

s−1
, 

but found the reaction with the [4Fe-4S] in endonuclease III (Nth) to be relatively slow [70]. Due 

to the absence of kinetic data describing the nitrosylation of [2Fe-2S] clusters, we assumed NO• 

reacts similarly with [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] clusters. To address the variation in iron-sulfur 

cluster sensitivity to NO•, the rate of nitrosylation was treated as uncertain, and varied during 

parametric analysis and optimization. 

 The protein-bound DNICs and RREs originating from iron-sulfur cluster nitrosylation can 

undergo ligand exchange with free cysteine to release the complexes [64,71]. 

 

 P2Fe2S(DNIC)2
2−

 + 4 Cys ⇌ P2Fe2S(apo) + 2 DNIC(Cys)2
−  

  
(Reactions 87–88, Table S2) 



 P4Fe4S(RRE)2 + 8 Cys ⇌ P4Fe4S(apo) + 4 DNIC(Cys)2
−
 + 4 H

+  

  
(Reactions 89–90, Table S2) 

 

Although the rate of DNIC extrusion is known to depend on free cysteine concentration [71-73], 

neither a rate equation nor associated kinetic constants were found in the literature. Rogers et al. 

used electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) to measure the effect of varying cysteine 

concentration on the rate of disappearance of protein-bound DNICs in cell extracts of NO•-

treated E. coli [73]. Using data from their work, we were able to estimate rate constants for the 

reactions (see “Protein-bound DNIC removal and degradation” below). Cysteine-mediated 

removal of RREs was assumed to proceed at the same rate as DNICs since the two species have 

been shown to interconvert prior to extrusion [71]. Free cysteine-bound DNICs are unstable in 

the presence of O2 (~5 min half-life), decomposing to yield Fe
2+

, NO2
−
, and cysteine (Reaction 

91, Table S2) [72,74]. Since the mechanism and kinetics governing O2-mediated DNIC 

degradation are poorly understood, we assumed bimolecular kinetics, and calculated the apparent 

rate constant from the reported half-life [72]. 

 The repair of nitrosylated iron-sulfur clusters is reported to require de novo [Fe-S] cluster 

synthesis, proceeding through assembly on a scaffold protein, followed by insertion of the cluster 

into an apoprotein [75]. In E. coli, this process is mediated by a collection of enzymes 

comprising the Isc system, encoded by the iscSUA-hscAB-fdx gene cluster [76,77]. The 

alternative Suf system (sufABCDSE) is also capable of [Fe-S] assembly when Isc is unavailable, 

such as in conditions of oxidative stress or iron limitation [78]. Because the Isc and Suf systems 

exhibit similarities in their kinetics and mechanism of iron-sulfur cluster repair [77,79,80], only 

the Isc system was considered in the model. 



 The Isc-mediated assembly of iron-sulfur clusters begins with sulfur transfer from cysteine to 

an IscU scaffold protein by a cysteine desulfurase, IscS. Urbina et al. measured kcat and Km,cys 

(cysteine Michaelis-Menten constant) for the combined cysteine desulfurization and IscS-IscU 

sulfur transfer, but provide only the Kd value for IscU [81]. A similar study [82] reported the koff 

value for the dissociation of IscU from the IscS-IscU complex, from which we were able to 

calculate Km,IscU using the relationship Km = (1 + kcat/koff)Kd. We modeled the reaction as a ping-

pong mechanism, where cysteine binds to IscS, alanine is released, IscU binds to IscS, and 

sulfur-bound IscU is released. The overall reaction can be written as 

 

 IscU + 2 Cys 
IscS  IscU(2S)

2−
 + 2 Ala + 2 H

+ 
(Reaction 151, Table S3) 

 

This type of mechanism has also been observed for the analogous sulfur transfer reaction 

mediated by the Suf system [83,84]. The recruitment and transfer of Fe
2+

 to IscU remains poorly 

understood, but has recently been attributed to IscA due to its high affinity for iron (Ka = 3.0 × 

10
19

 M
−1

), and ability to supply iron for cluster assembly [80,85,86]. Frataxin (CyaY) has also 

been identified as a potential iron chaperone for [Fe-S] assembly [87], but its role appears to be 

more regulatory, as it demonstrates an inhibitory effect on cluster formation under certain 

conditions [88,89]. Due to the absence of kinetic data describing the IscA-mediated iron transfer, 

we instead used an apparent first-order rate constant reported for iron delivery by CyaY [87], 

recognizing that the actual rate of iron transfer to IscU will likely be faster. This potentially 

higher rate of iron delivery is assessed during parametric analysis. 

 After sulfur and Fe
2+

 have been delivered to IscU, formation of a [2Fe-2S] cluster requires 

two electrons (in addition to the two supplied by the oxidation of both Fe
2+

 to Fe
3+

) to reduce the 



sulfurs to sulfides (S
2−

) [90]. Many studies performed experiments in the presence of reductants 

such as dithiothreitol or dithionite, and thus did not use the physiological reductant [80,91,92]. 

Ding et al. demonstrated that the thioredoxin reductase system (thioredoxin, thioredoxin 

reductase, and NADPH) was able to mediate iron binding and delivery to IscU, and provide a 

reducing environment sufficient for cluster assembly [93]. We therefore modeled Fe
2+

 transfer 

and cluster reduction on IscU as a single reaction, using oxidation of reduced thioredoxin as the 

electron source.  

 

 IscU(2S)
2−

 + 2 Fe
2+

 + Trxred 
IscA  IscU([2Fe-2S])

2−
 + Trxox + 4 H

+ 

  
(Reactions 92–93, Table S2) 

 

Insertion of the IscU-bound [2Fe-2S] cluster into an apoprotein is mediated by the ATP-

dependent HscAB system, which serves as a chaperone to increase efficiency of cluster delivery 

[94,95]. 

 

 IscU([2Fe-2S])
2−

 + P2Fe2S(apo) + ATP + H2O  (Reactions 153–154, Table S3) 

   
HscAB  IscU + P2Fe2S(holo)

2−
 + ADP + Pi + H

+
 

 

We obtained kinetic parameters for the [2Fe-2S] transfer from IscU to apo-ferredoxin, which was 

shown to exhibit Michaelis-Menten behavior [96]. The measurements, however, were in the 

absence of HscAB, so it is expected that the actual rate of [2Fe-2S] delivery is greater. The 

kinetic parameters were therefore varied during parametric analysis to assess their influence on 

system dynamics.  



 IscU forms a homo-dimer capable of housing two individual [2Fe-2S] clusters [75,92,97]. 

We assumed construction of the second [2Fe-2S] cluster on IscU follows the same kinetics as the 

first, and that both [2Fe-2S] and 2×[2Fe-2S] forms of IscU can transfer a [2Fe-2S] cluster to an 

apoprotein. The formation of a [4Fe-4S] cluster on IscU follows reductive coupling of two [2Fe-

2S] clusters, where the electron source in vivo is suspected to be ferredoxin [63,75,97]. This 

reaction is relatively rapid [97], and was therefore merged with the subsequent reaction in which 

the [4Fe-4S] cluster is inserted into an apoprotein.  

 

 IscU([2Fe-2S]2)
4−

 + P4Fe4S(apo) + 2 Fdxred + 4 H
+
 → IscU + P4Fe4S(holo)

2−
 + 2 Fdxox 

  (Reaction 94, Table S2) 

 

Although the rate of [2Fe-2S] insertion was modeled to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics [96], 

only an apparent second-order rate constant could be found for the insertion of [4Fe-4S] in the 

literature [92], and was therefore modeled as a bimolecular reaction. 

 

DNA deamination and repair 

 DNA bases are subject to deamination upon exposure to nitrous anhydride (N2O3) which can 

cause transition mutations (AT → CG and CG → AT), strand breaks, and cross-links [98-101]. 

We included the deamination of adenine (A), cytosine (C), and guanine (G), to form 

hypoxanthine (hX), uracil (U), and xanthine (X), respectively, as well as their excision and 

replacement by the DNA base excision repair (BER) machinery (Figure S2) [102,103]. 

 

 



 dA + N2O3 → dhX + NO2
−
 + N2 + H

+ 
(Reaction 95, Table S2) 

 dC + N2O3 → dU + NO2
−
 + N2 + H

+ 
(Reaction 96, Table S2) 

 dG + N2O3 → dX + NO2
−
 + N2 + H

+ 
(Reaction 97, Table S2) 

 

To model deamination of DNA bases, second-order rate constants for the reaction of N2O3 with 

plasmid DNA were obtained from literature [104], and were essentially identical among the three 

bases (A,C, and G).  

 Repair of deaminated bases is primarily mediated by the BER system [103,105,106]. The 

model assumes that each of the deaminated residues follow the same BER pathway: (1) 

glycosydic cleavage of the deaminated base to generate an apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) site [107-

110], (2) cleavage of the DNA backbone and subsequent AP site excision by AP endonuclease 

[111,112], (3) nucleotide re-insertion catalyzed by DNA polymerase I [113,114], and (4) ligation 

of the nicked sugar-phosphate backbone [115] (Figure S2). The mechanism of base removal and 

backbone cleavage can vary depending on the deaminated base present and the enzymes 

involved (for example, bypassing the intermediate AP site, or simultaneous removal of an 

adjacent base/s) [103,111,112,116]. These alternative pathways were not considered, as they are 

upstream of DNA ligation, which has been identified as the rate-limiting step in E. coli BER 

[114]. 

 If proceeding through an intermediate AP site, the removal of deaminated bases follows a 

multi-step mechanism whereby DNA glycosylase binds the affected site, “flips” the base out of 

the DNA helical space, cleaves the glycosidic bond, and releases the damaged base [117,118]. 

 

 DNA(dNdeam) + H2O  
AlkAUng /  DNA(AP) + Ndeam (Reactions 155–157, Table S3) 



Where DNA(dNdeam) is the DNA-bound deaminated base, DNA(AP) is the resulting AP site, and 

Ndeam is the released deaminated base. Since the final step of this process, enzyme dissociation 

from the AP site, is rate limiting [119,120], we assumed the intermediate enzyme-substrate 

complexes exist in rapid equilibrium, and modeled the kinetics as Michaelis-Menten. In E. coli, 

uracil glycosylation is catalyzed by Ung, hypoxanthine by AlkA, and xanthine by AlkA or Nei 

[107].  

 The primary E. coli enzyme responsible for AP site removal under normal growth conditions 

is DNA exonuclease III (Xth) [112]. The enzyme processes the AP site via 5′ AP endonuclease 

and phosphatase activity, leaving 3′ OH and 5′ phosphate terminals, and releasing a free 2-

deoxyribose 5-phosphate (dR5P) [110]. 

 

 DNA(AP) + 2 H2O 
Xth  DNAgap + 2 H

+
 + dR5P (Reactions 158–160, Table S3) 

 

The kinetics were modeled as Michaelis-Menten, using literature rate constants measured for 

Xth-mediated incision of an AP site [112]. Other possible mechanisms include cleavage of the 

DNA 5′ to the AP site, leaving the dR5P to be later removed by DNA polymerase, or a 3′ 

cleavage via β-elimination catalyzed by the enzyme AP lyase function [112]. These additional 

pathways were not included, however, as DNA ligation (downstream process) is reported to be 

rate-limiting step in the BER pathway [114]. 

 After the damaged base or AP site has been processed by the upstream BER machinery, 

DNA polymerase I (PolI) facilitates the insertion of a new deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate 

(dNTP). The kinetics of the reaction were modeled as a sequential-type mechanism [113], where 



DNA polymerase first binds DNA, then dNTP, followed by the release of PPi, and dissociation 

of the enzyme from the DNA product.  

 

 DNAgap + dNTP 
PolI  DNA(dN)nick + PPi (Reactions 161–163, Table S3) 

 

Rate constants for PolI-catalyzed insertion of dATP, dCTP, and dGTP were obtained from 

literature [113,121]. 

 The final and rate-limiting [114] step in the BER pathway is ligation of the DNA backbone 

by DNA ligase. Unlike the DNA polymerase mechanism, the two-substrate (nicked DNA and 

NAD
+
) ligation reaction was modeled as a ping-pong mechanism, where the first product 

(nicotinamide mononucleotide, NMN) is released prior to binding of the second substrate 

(nicked DNA) [115]. 

 

 DNA(dN)nick + NAD
+
 

LigA  DNA(dN) + AMP + NMN + H
+  

  
(Reactions 164–166, Table S3) 

 

The enzyme dissociates from the ligated strand, concluding the BER process. 

 

Parametric analysis of model parameters with uncertain values 

 The majority (35 out of 39) of uncertain parameters had a negligible effect on the sum of the 

squared residuals (SSR) between the predicted and experimentally-measured NO• concentration 

profile for wild-type cells treated with DPTA (Figure S5). These 35 parameters were further 

analyzed, assessing their effect on the predicted distribution of NO• consumption among its 



available pathways (such as autoxidation, loss to the gas phase, [Fe-S] nitrosylation, and Hmp-

mediated detoxification). We first performed an individual parametric analysis, whereby each of 

the 35 parameters was varied among 5 logarithmically-spaced values spanning their allowed 

range (Table S4), and the resulting predicted distribution of NO• consumption was calculated. 

The analysis showed that none of the parameters had an appreciable effect on the overall or 

intracellular distribution of NO• (Figure S10). To further explore the effect of these parameters 

on the predicted NO• distribution, we also performed a combinatorial parametric analysis. 

Unfortunately, the size of the parametric space (5
35

 = 3 ×10
24

 possible combinations) precluded 

an exhaustive combinatorial parametric analysis. Therefore, we chose to analyze the solution 

space via random sampling. Parameters were randomly assigned a value within their allowed 

range (Table S4) for each simulation. A total of 100,000 different parameter sets were simulated, 

and the NO• distribution was calculated for each. Although greater changes in the distribution 

were observed for the combinatorial analysis than for the individual parametric analysis, the 

effects were still negligible (Figure S11). 

 

Measurement of extracellular NO• kinetic parameters 

 Four parameters specific to the extracellular environment and growth media conditions were 

measured in our experimental apparatus: those associated with the rate of NO• donor dissociation 

(kNONOate), NO• and O2 transport to the gas phase (kLaNO• and kLaO2, respectively), and the rate of 

NO• autoxidation (kNO•-O2). The measurement of kLaO2 is discussed in the “O2 volumetric mass 

transfer coefficient” section below. Under experimental conditions identical to those used for the 

NO• consumption assay described in Materials and methods (main text), we measured the 

concentration of NO• (ISO-NOP NO• sensor, World Precision Instruments, Inc.) for 2 h 



following addition of 0.5 mM (Z)-1-[N-(3-aminopropyl)-N-(3-ammoniopropyl)amino]diazen-1-

ium-1,2-diolate (DPTA NONOate) to MOPS buffer with 10 mM glucose (without cells) at 37°C. 

The final (10 h) concentrations of NO2
−
 and NO3

−
 were also measured (Nitrate/Nitrite 

Colorimetric Assay Kit, Cayman Chemical Company). The release of NO• in the media was 

simulated using the model, with the cellular volume fraction set to zero (to eliminate all 

intracellular reaction activity). Using a nonlinear least squares optimization algorithm (Materials 

and methods, main text), values were determined for kNONOate (1.34 × 10
−4

 s
−1

, a 1.4 h half-life), 

kLaNO• (4.74 × 10
−3

 s
−1

), and kNO•-O2 (1.80 × 10
6
 M

−2
s

−1
) which minimized the SSR between the 

predicted and measured [NO•] and [NO2
−
] data. The concentration of NO3

−
 measured was not 

found to differ significantly from the limit of detection (one sample t-test, 95% confidence), and 

thus considered negligible. Using the values determined for the three parameters, the predicted 

[NO•] curve and 10 h NO2
−
 and NO3

−
 concentrations were in excellent agreement with the 

experimental data (Figure S3). 

 The value of kNONOate for the alternate NO• donor used in this study, (Z)-1-[N-(3-

aminopropyl)-N-(n-propyl)amino]diazen-1-ium-1,2-diolate (PAPA NONOate), was determined 

using a similar procedure as described above. MOPS media (without cells) was treated with 0.5 

mM PAPA, and the resulting [NO•] curve was measured. The values of kLaNO•, and kNO•-O2 were 

fixed to their previously-measured quantities, while only kNONOate was optimized, yielding a value 

of 1.35 × 10
−3

 s
−1

 (8.6 min half-life). The simulated NO• dynamics following media treatment 

with PAPA were in excellent agreement with the experimental data (Figure S7). 

 

 

 



Measurement of O2 volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLaO2) 

 We calculated the O2 volumetric mass transfer coefficient (kLaO2) for our experimental 

system from O2 concentration measurements following N2 flush of culture media. Experimental 

conditions were identical to those used for the NO• consumption assays (see Materials and 

methods, main text), except there were no cells present. 10 ml of MOPS glucose (10 mM) media 

in a 50 ml Falcon tube was stirred with a sterile magnetic stir bar, and immersed in a stirred 

water bath to maintain a constant temperature of 37°C. N2 gas was bubbled into the media until 

most of the dissolved O2 had been removed (~2% air saturation), after which the media was 

allowed to re-equilibrate with the surrounding air while O2 concentration was measured with an 

O2 sensor (FireStingO2, PyroScience GmbH). To calculate the kLaO2, an O2 mass balance was 

applied on the system: 
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where [O2] is concentration of O2 in the liquid media, [O2]sat is the concentration of O2 in the 

media in equilibrium with O2 in the headspace air, assumed to be 185 µM [122]. Integration of 

the above equation yields the expression 

 

     tak 
2OL02sat22sat2 ][O][Oln][O][Oln  

 

where [O2]0 is the initial concentration of O2 in the media at time zero. Thus, during oxygenation 

of a degassed (N2-flushed) solution, a plot of ln([O2]sat – [O2]) vs. time yields a line with slope 



equal to –kLaO2. From our measurements, the kLaO2 for our system was calculated to be 4.92 h
−1

 

(1.37 × 10
−3

 s
−1

) (Figure S12). 

 

Determination of O2 concentration prior to NO• stress 

 For the NO• consumption assays, cells were diluted to an OD600 of 0.03 and allowed to grow 

to an OD600 of 0.05 before the NONOate was delivered (to ensure cells remained in exponential 

phase). During this time, however, cellular respiration caused a modest decrease in the culture O2 

concentration. We therefore measured the O2 concentration during this time, and found it to 

decrease to approximately 130 µM by the time the culture reached an OD600 of 0.05 (the OD600 

at which NONOate was delivered) (Figure S13). 

 

Hmp reaction mechanism and kinetics 

 The mechanism and kinetic parameters governing the Hmp-mediated detoxification of NO• 

were obtained from the literature [6]. The enzyme was modeled as a network of individual 

reactions, in accordance with their proposed scheme, rather than a single, lumped reaction (Table 

S2, Reactions 98–126). This allowed for us to more accurately represent Hmp activity by 

accounting for its NO• reductase activity, and the inhibitory effects of high NO• concentrations. 

To verify that the mechanism and rate parameters provided by Gardner and colleagues were in 

agreement with their experimental measurements [6], we simulated NO• consumption by the 

Hmp sub-network alone (no other reactions were included) using the Matlab ode15s function to 

numerically integrate the system of ODEs. The predicted Hmp activity (calculated as the net rate 

of NO• consumption per heme) was functionally equivalent to the overall rate equation provided 

(in the absence of NO• inhibition), and was able to reproduce their experimentally-measured 



rates at a high O2 concentration (670 µM). At lower O2 concentrations (≤ 200 µM), calculations 

were in better agreement with the experimental data when using a kHmp,NO•-ox (rate constant for 

the reaction of NO• with the O2-bound active site) value of approximately half that reported. As 

such, the value of this parameter was treated as uncertain, and allowed to vary between the 

reported value (2.4 × 10
9
 M

−1
s

−1
) and the lower value calculated to agree with experimental data 

at lower O2 concentrations (9.6 × 10
8
 M

−1
s

−1
). Unlike the overall rate expression describing Hmp 

activity, the simulated network was able to reproduce their experimental data under conditions of 

NO• inhibition. Experimental measurements by Gardner and colleagues report the inhibitory 

binding of NO• to the ferrous heme as exhibiting a heterogeneous rate, and provide two rate 

constant (kHmp,NO•-on) values (4.0 × 10
6
 M

−1
s

−1
 and 2.6 × 10

7
 M

−1
s

−1
). This parameter was 

therefore allowed to vary during parametric analysis, between the two reported values [6]. 

 

O2-mediated inactivation of NorV 

 NorV is irreversibly inactivated under aerobic conditions, where the activity has been 

measured to decay with a half-life (t1/2) of 5 min in the presence of 200 µM O2 [3]. A rate 

constant for the inactivation reaction (kNorV-O2) was approximated from the bimolecular rate 

expression: 
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Following integration and rearrangement: 
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Using the values provided for [O2] and t1/2, kNorV-O2 was calculated to be 11.6 M
−1

s
−1

. This 

measured rate, however, did not fully account for the effects of autoxidation, which will reduce 

the O2 concentration, and increase the rate of NO• consumption, both of which decrease the 

apparent rate of inactivation [19]. Furthermore, because Hmp is still expressed under anaerobic 

conditions [20,123], it is possible that some of the NO• consumption activity could be attributed 

to Hmp-mediated removal. Therefore, the kNorV-O2 value of 11.6 M
−1

s
−1

 is likely an 

underestimate, and was treated as a lower bound during parametric analysis. 

 

Enzyme expression and degradation 

 The concentration of enzymes involved in the detoxification of NO• (Hmp, NorV, and NrfA) 

change in response to NO• and/or its products. We therefore modeled their concentration as 

dynamic, incorporating expression and degradation terms to more accurately represent their 

participation in detoxifying NO•. The regulation of expression of each enzyme was 

approximated using a Hill equation with Hill coefficient n = 1, a functional form used previously 

to model protein expression as a function of transcription factor concentration [124]. A general 

protein degradation rate of 2.8 × 10
−5

 s
−1

 [124] was assumed for each of the enzymes. 

 

 

 



Hmp 

 The regulation of Hmp is complex, involving a number of transcriptional regulators, such as 

FNR, NsrR, MetR, and NorR [11]. The expression of Hmp has been observed to increase 

significantly in response to NO• exposure [10,125,126]. We modeled the expression rate of Hmp 

(Reaction 177, Table S3) as a function of NO• concentration, 
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where kHmp-exp,max is the maximum expression rate of Hmp, and KHmp-exp,NO• is a constant 

representing the interaction of NO• with transcriptional regulators. These parameters were 

treated as uncertain, and varied during parametric analysis and optimization (Table S4). 

 

NorV  

 NorV activity is under the control of the NorR regulator, and is expressed in response to 

elevated concentrations of NO• [14,19,127]. Although NorV is inactivated under aerobic 

conditions [3], its expression does not appear to be a function of O2 concentration [14]. The 

generation of NorV (Reaction 178, Table S3) was modeled as a function of NO• concentration. 
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As with the Hmp expression parameters, the NorV constants were varied during the analysis and 

optimization of model parameters (Table S4). 



NrfA 

 NrfA expression is activated by the O2-responsive regulator FNR, restricting its role to 

anaerobic environments [18,19]. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that FNR is inactivated 

by NO• through nitrosylation of its [4Fe-4S] cluster [126], which may explain why NrfA 

expression has been shown, in some cases, to decrease in response to elevated levels of NO• 

[20]. Positive regulation of NrfA in response to NO• stress seen in other experiments may be the 

result of higher concentrations of NO• end-products, namely NO2
−
 [20]. Therefore, we modeled 

the expression of NrfA (Reaction 179, Table S3) as a function of NO2
−
 concentration, with an 

added O2 inhibition term to capture its restriction to anaerobic environments. 
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The three parameters governing NrfA expression were varied during parametric analysis, and 

when optimizing model parameters (Table S4). 

 

Protein-bound DNIC removal and degradation 

 Protein-bound DNICs are extruded prior to reassembly of the active [Fe-S] cluster. This 

reversible process proceeds via ligand exchange with free cysteine [72]. 

  

 PFeS(DNIC) + 2 Cys ⇌ PFeS(apo) + DNIC(Cys)2
−
 

 



Where PFeS(DNIC) represents a protein-bound DNIC, and PFeS(apo) is the apoprotein lacking its 

[Fe-S] cluster. Under aerobic conditions, the free cysteine-bound DNIC is unstable and degrades 

via an unknown mechanism to drive the equilibrium of the above reaction to the right [72]. 

 

 DNIC(Cys)2
−
 + O2 + 2 H

+
 + e

−
 → 2 Cys + Fe

2+
 + 2 NO2

−
 

 

The rate constants governing the removal of protein-bound DNICs and their subsequent 

degradation were estimated from experimental data in the literature [72,73]. Rogers et al. 

measured relative EPR amplitudes corresponding to DNIC concentration after 20 minutes of 

aerobic incubation with varying thiol concentrations [73]. The cysteine-mediated DNIC removal 

was assumed to follow bimolecular kinetics, governed by the following expression: 

 

 s](DNIC)][Cy[
](DNIC)[

FeSrem

FeS Pk
dt
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where krem is the rate constant for DNIC removal, [PFeS(DNIC)] and [Cys] are protein-bound 

DNIC and cysteine concentrations, respectively, and the reaction was assumed to be irreversible 

under aerobic conditions. We assumed a similar kinetic form for the O2-dependent degradation 

of cysteine-bound DNICs: 
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Given that both the free (cysteine-bound) and protein-bound DNICs are EPR-active [128], the 

relative amplitude of the EPR signal (AEPR) can be described by the following system of 

equations: 
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where subscripts “0” and “rel” indicate initial and relative DNIC concentrations, respectively. 

The degradation rate constant kdeg was calculated from the reported half-life of 5 minutes for 

DNIC(Cys)2 degradation in cell extracts under aerobic conditions [72]: 
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Assuming an O2 concentration of 185 µM [122], kdeg was calculated to be 12.5 M
−1

s
−1

. We 

generated a Matlab function to numerically integrate (using the ode15s function) the above 

system of equations, returning a value for AEPR at t = 20 minutes (the time at which the 

experimental data were obtained). The concentration of cysteine was assumed constant in the 

simulations, as it is regenerated upon DNIC decomposition. The function was evaluated over a 



range of cysteine concentrations to generate an AEPR(t = 20 min) vs. [Cys] curve to compare with 

the literature data [73]. The Matlab lsqcurvefit function was used to fit the value of krem to the 

experimental data, which we calculated to be 15.3 M
−1

s
−1

. The comparison of simulation results 

with literature is shown in Figure S14. Under anaerobic environments, the process of DNIC 

removal has been shown to occur in the reverse direction, whereby free DNICs are transferred to 

iron-sulfur proteins [72]. We were unable to obtain kinetic data describing the reverse process, 

and thus treated the corresponding rate constant as uncertain. Its effect on system dynamics was 

evaluated during individual and combinatorial parametric analyses (Figures S10 and S11). 
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